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ICA SUPERSTORE USING COPELAND STREAM CO2 COMPRESSOR WITH CORESENSE DIAGNOSTICS
Emerson Climate Technologies has recently launched the Stream CO2 series of transcritical
compressors for medium temperature applications using CO2 as a refrigerant. The 4MTL
range covers applications ranging from 18kW to 200kW cooling capacity. Prior to market
release, the compressors were installed and proven in a field test in partnership with the
company Green & Cool.

The intent was to ensure the compressor reliability level as well as to demonstrate its performance in terms of efficiency, lubrication, sound, and vibration. The objective was also to
prove the benefits associated with its on-board electronics that provide compressor advanced protection, diagnostics and monitoring through communications.

ABOUT THE SYSTEM

The system was commissioned in June 2012 in an ICA Kvantum Superstore in Varberg, Sweden and has been running successfully since then. The supermarket occupies a sales area
of 8000 m² including a bakery and kitchen.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

ABOUT THE COMPANY

Emerson Climate Technologies is the
world’s leading provider of heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration solutions for residential, industrial
and commercial applications. The group
combines best-in-class technology with
proven engineering, design, distribution,
educational and monitoring services to
provide customized, integrated climate
control solutions for customers worldwide.

Green & Cool is the market’s leading supplier of refrigeration systems that use
environment-friendly carbon dioxide
(CO2) as a refrigerant. Since 2007, highquality carbon dioxide refrigeration is
successfully distributed worldwide under the Green & Cool name.

More information at:
www.emerson.com

More information at:
www.greenandcool.com
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The refrigeration system is a dual temperature booster pack with heat recovery. It consists
of 5 compressors for the chilled food cabinets and 2 compressors for the freezers. One
compressor on each side is inverter driven as to provide optimum temperature and pressure control.
The use of high pressure design on
the medium/transcritical side as
well as on the low temperature/
subcritical side ensure that in case of
power outage, the safety valves of the
system (rated at 60 bar) will not open
until the temperature in the system
climbs and reaches 23°C. This gives practically full system resilience in case of operation disruption.

The supermarket was previously equipped with a booster system, made by a different
manufacturer and using compressors from a different brand. The system was replaced by
the Stream based Green & Cool booster pack, which allowed to have a decent case for performance comparison.
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Details about the system are:
• Medium temperature pack
• 4 Models 4MTL-30X (20m³/h)
• 1 Model 4MTL-30X (20m³/h) Running with Inverter 30-70Hz
• Load 180kW at Te/Pc -11°C/ 90Bar (35°C Gas Cooler)
• Compressor Max. Pressures (Suction/Discharge): 90bar / 120bar
• Low temperature pack
• 1 Model 4MSL-15X (20m³/h)
• 1 Model 4MSL-15X (20m³/h) Running with Inverter 30-70Hz
• Load 63kW at Te/Tc -36°C/-11°C
• Compressor Max. Pressures (Suction/Discharge): 90bar / 90bar
• Overall System Standstill Pressure: 60bar
• Each compressor is fitted with an oil sensor that opens an injection solenoid valve
whose openings are monitored

Green & Cool Stream Pack

faulty situations if any can be identified before they occur and cause disruption of refrigeration.

Results

Previous System

Stream Base System

Sound Pressure (Machine Room)

100dB(A)

80dB(A)

Oil Fills / Lubrication

8 times / hour

1 time / day

Electronics

Basic Motor
Protection

Advanced Protection, Ability
To Monitor Operations Down
to Compressor Level

Compressors Power Monitoring

None

Via CoreSense

SUMMARY
The new Stream CO2 compressors have achieved real on-site performances and refrigeration levels to the total satisfaction of the supermarket owner. There was no disruption of
the refrigeration in the 13 months period. CoreSense Diagnostics has proven to bring
added value to the store and compressor pack and will be offered on all CO2 models.

CoreSenseTM Diagnostics Module

RESULTS

In the observed operation period the compressors accumulated a total of 33.900 running
hours. The inverter driven compressors reached 20.200 accumulated running hours giving
entire satisfaction. One outstanding observation was the extremely low oil circulation rate
of Stream thanks to its special design and the way the gas is routed through the crankcase. This gave the confidence that lubrication is optimum under all conditions. In addition, the low vibration level of Stream was observed on site, that turns into the absence of
stress on the system piping but also into low sound level in the machine room.
Each Stream is fitted with a factory delivered CoreSense Diagnostics module. Thus, individual compressor data such as power consumption, current and voltage, discharge temperature and operational history is accessible from Green & Cool’s monitoring system via
Modbus. This gives the ability to the user to monitor at any time and down to the compressor level, system performance, operation and system reliability. The benefit is that

„Aggregates builders welcome an expanded ‘intelligence’ available on the components. CoreSense Diagnostics is a distinctive example of development that
will bring user friendliness and reliability. With our easy to use control system,
plant owners have the opportunity to follow their energy consumption and available cooling power.” - Michael Antonsson, Green & Cool
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